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examined by Prof. Owe; who finds that the jaw g. 8W.

contained on the whole twelve molar teeth, with
the socket of a small canine, and three small
incisors, which are in situ, altogether amount-

£ " . AmpMt1eriuim lJradøripf4
ing to sixteen teeth on each side of the lower Ovon. Net. size. Stonosfiold
jaw.

slate.

The only question which could be raised respecting the nature of these
fossils was, whether they belonged to a maminifer, a reptile, or a fish.
Now on this head the osteologist observes that each of the seven half

)aws is composed of but one single piece, and not of two or more sepa
rate bones, as in fishes and most reptiles, or of two bones, united by a
suture, as in some few species belonging to those classes. The condyle,
moreover (b, fig. 375), or articular surface, by which the lower jaw unites
with the upper, is convex in the Stonesfiold specimens, and not concave
as in fishes and reptiles. The coronoid process (a, fig. 375) is well de

veloped, whereas it is wanting, or very small, in the inferior classes of ver
tebrata. Lastly, the molar teeth in the AmplLitheriulm and .Plza8colo
therium have complicated crowns, and two roots (see d, fig. 375), in
stead of being simple and with single fangs.*
The only question, therefore, which could fairly admit of controversy

was limited to this point, whether the fossil maminalia found in the
lower oolite of Oxfordshire ought to be referred to the marsupial quad
rupeds, or to the ordinary placental series. Cuvier had long ago pointed
out a peculiarity in the form of the angular process (c, figs. 380 and

381) of the lower jaw, as a character of the genus Dideiphys ; and Prof.
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* have given a figure in the Principles of Geology, chap. ix., of another
Stoneafield specimen of A;i.p/dthrium l'rcvostil, in which the Rockets and roots
of the teeth are finely exposed.
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